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Abstract 
“The PNS method is in very widespread use; indeed, it forms the basis of an industry-standard computer program, which is 
used by virtually all major aerodynamics laboratories and companies.”(John D. Anderson Jr. American aerodynamicist 2006). 
Several PNS Eqs. With different slightly viscous terms and different name were suggested between the late 1960s and the late 
1970s, in which the simplified NS Eqs. suggested by Z.Gao in 1967 was called by F.G.Zhuang(Academician, China) etal as 
first PNS. In early studies of PNS, it is not very clear what kind of basic flow is described by PNS Eqs., there is no basic fluid 
theory corresponding to PNS. The author presented a PNS’s fluid basic theory: viscous/inviscid interacting shear flow (ISF) 
theory (including laminar, perturbed and turbulent flow theories). ISF consists of viscous shear layer and neighboring outer 
inviscid flow. Main points of ISF theory and inferences are as follows. Both the flow law and mathematical definition of ISF’s 
viscous layer and ISF’s governing Eqs. written in ISF’s optimal coordinates, that is a fitted dividing flow surface orthogonal 
coordinates, are presented. The evolution laws of physical scales of ISF’s viscous layer flow are solved, which do generate 
small scale structure and then do cause local sudden increase of several physical quantities(such as heat flux etc.). The PNS 
Eqs. can be simplified further on the dividing flow surface and the resultant Eqs. are called dividing flow surface criteria, 
whose two special cases are wall-surface criteria (WSC)for solutions of NS- and Euler Eqs.. NS numerical solutions ought to 
satisfy WSC, which are proved numerically by some computations. People can obtain NS grid independent solution by 
operation of NS numerical solutions satisfying progressively the WSC. Especially, this criteria can evaluate the departure of 
NS numerical solutions from NS true solution by just one time NS calculation on one set of grid and are theoretical methods 
evaluating creditability of NS numerical solutions, and based on that some people suggest that the WSC method may be used 
as an ingenious substitute for the grid convergence analysis method in common use and that the WSC method and ISF theory 
are called Gao’s criteria method and Gao’s ISF theory, respectively. Some applications of ISF theory and its inferences to CFD 
are fruitful and creativeness and then research on this aspect is worth deepening and widening. 
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Nomenclature 
a sound velocity 
et total energy 
M  mach number 
P pressure 
R gas constant 
U density 
1. Introduction 
The studies and computations of the parabolized Navier-Stokes (PNS) Eqs. had been developed rapidly 
between the 70’s of 20th century and the beginning of this century, that forms the historical period of 
aerodynamics[1]. Some PNS Eqs. with different slightly viscous terms were suggested, main PNS with different 
names are: viscous shock layer(VSL) Eqs.(R.T.Davis,1970)[2],simplified NS Eqs.(Z. Gao, 1967)[3], PNS without 
pressure gradient in streamwise direction (Rudman-Rubin, 1968)[4] and complete PNS Eqs.(Lubard-Helliwell, 
1974)[5], partially parabolized NS(PPNS) Eqs.(Pratap-Spalding, 1976)[6] and thin layer(TL) NS (TLNS) 
Eqs.(Baldwin-Lomax,1978)[7]; F.G.Zhuang(Academician, China) and H.X.Zhang(Academician,China) called the 
simplified NS Eqs. suggested by Z.Gao as the first PNS[8]. The meaning and mathematical properties of different 
kinds of PNS Eqs., especially the space marching algorithm (SMA) solving PNS Eqs. are studied widely and in a 
deep going way. Many softwares in using SMA to solve PNS Eqs. are developed. J.D.Anderson[1] gave the 
following review: “The PNS method is in very widespread use; indeed, it forms the basis of an industry-standard 
computer program, which is used by virtually all major aerodynamic laboratories and companies.” It should be 
mentioned that the PNS method as the basis of an industry-standard aerodynamic computation includes two 
aspects. One hand, the PNS Eqs. are solved by the space marching algorithm(SMA), that decreases one dimension 
of computation and then saves greatly CPU-time and computer storage. On the other hand, TLNS Eqs. are always 
used in aerodynamical computations for industrial applications. This is because of that in thus NS computations a 
fitted bodies orthogonal coordinates(or grid lines) must be used in the neighborhood of wall surface and the grids 
are not enough fine in streamwise direction and numerical schemes with second-order accurate are usually used, 
in this case the others viscous terms besides normal second-order viscous derivatives cannot be computed and 
then a NS computation is actually a TLNS computation, from the above facts one may conclude that for 
engineering purpose the TLNS, i.e.PNS Eqs. will be still used in the future[9-12]. 
2. Mathematical properties of parabolized NS(PNS) Equations and its shortcoming in fluid theory 
In this paper we do not discuss important space marching algorithm solving PNS Eqs. and only describe briefly 
PNS’s mathematical properties and PNS’s shortcoming in fluid theory. The simplest method deducing PNS Eqs. 
from the full Navier-Stokes Eqs. in a fitted body orthogonal coordinate is that many viscous terms are omitted and 
only normal second-order viscous derivatives are reserved. So two-dimension compressible PNS Eqs. in the 
Cartesian coordinate are 
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, u and v  are velocity components in the streamwise, i.e. x-direction and 
normal direction of wall surface, respectively. In early studies of PNS, some peoples thought that steady PNS Eqs. 
have hyperbolic-parabolic properties and space marching algorithm(SAM) solving them is well-posed. Mang 
computations proved that SMA is ill-posed in subsonic region. Some authors illustrated PNS’s hyperbolic-
parabolic-elliptic property. By using continuity and energy Eqs. to eliminate pressure gradient term in transverse 
momentum Eq. , Lin and Rubin[13] obtained 
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Where
uM
a
 . Eq. (3) shows that where 1M !  an initial-boundary value hypothesis of PNS Eqs. is well-
posed, i.e. PNS Eqs. can be solved numerically by SMA along the x-direction, while when 1M   Eq.(3)is 
inverse heat transfer Eqs., for which an initial-boundary value hypothesis is ill-posed and PNS Eqs. cannot be 
solved by SMA along the x-direction. 1M   is a mathematical singular line. PNS’s mathematic property can be 
completely illustrated by PNS’s characteristic and sub characteristic analyses suggested by the author[14]. The 
mathematical property PNS Eqs. is determined by its characteristic specified by high-order viscous derivatives 
and its sudcharacteristic specified by the Euler Eqs. together. 
The characteristic analysis is as follows. We make a mathematical transformation 
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By using the state Eq.(2) to eliminate the pressure in Eqs.(1), PNS can be transformed into first-order Eqs. for 
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The characteristic Eqs. of Eqs.(5) are 
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And sub characteristics of PNS Eqs.(1) as 
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The solutions (7) and (8) show that PNS’s mathematical properties are that when 1M ! , it is hyperbolic-
parabolic and while when 1M  , it is elliptic, which are specified by its characteristic and sub characteristic 
together. Truly, PNS is not a set of parabolized Eqs. and the name of PNS is not correct. A reasonable suggestion 
presented by the author[14] is to substitute PNS with diffusion parabolized NS(DPNS). Only DPNS can express 
the true meaning of PNS. The name of DPNS Eqs. has been recognized by some scholars[11,12] In this paper we 
use simultaneously correct DPNS and incorrect PNS, but that is in common use. Only remember to be the same 
set of Eqs.. 
A chief shortcoming in early studies of PNS was lacking in fluid theory. The PNS method should be the most 
important development of the boundary-layer theory[15]. But they have somewhat different in fluid theory. The 
boundary layer theory reveals a basic flow: viscous thin layer without interaction between it and outer inviscid 
flow. Based on this concept of thin viscous layer the boundary layer Eqs. are deduced, the asymptotic theory is 
opened, excellent and important results of boundary theory are given. In early studies of PNS method, several 
PNS Eqs. were deduced based on several typical flows, such as hypersonic flow over slender cone with a small 
blunt nose and duct flow etc. Developing space marching algorithm(SMA) is always the core and focus of PNS 
study, But it is not very clear what kind of basic flow is described by PNS Eqs., the concept of PNS method does 
not go beyond the idea of boundary layer theory, there is no basic fluid theory corresponding to PNS. This state 
continues about thirty years. The monograph[16] published in 1997 introduced PNS still in this manner: They are 
suitable to several typical flows as pictured in Fig.1. 
A PNS’s basic fluid theory: viscous/inviscid interacting shear flow (ISF) theory was suggested by the 
author[17-19]. The ISF theory for laminar flow is extended into perturbed flow and turbulent flow. Both 
interacting shear perturbed flow(ISPF) theory and interacting shear turbulent flow(ISTF) theory were suggested 
by the author[18,19,27,36,37], as space is limited, only chief of this three theories and their inferences and 
applications to CFD are reviewed in this paper. 
3.  Viscous/inviscid interacting shear flow (ISF) theory[17, 19] 
The author revealed a basic flow described by PNS Eqs.: Viscous/inviscid interacting shear flow (ISF). ISF 
consists of viscous shear layer flow and neighboring outer inviscid flow, which interact on each other. The 
motion-law of ISF’s viscous layer is convection-diffusion competitive in its normal direction, while it is 
convection-dominant in its streamwise direction. The mathematical definition formula of this motion-law is for a 
two-dimensional incompressible ISF. 
2 2
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where the x and y are coordinate variables of fitted dividing-flow-surface orthogonal coordinates, that is called 
ISF’s optimal coordinates, otherwise the definition formula(9) does not hold. u and v  are velocity components in 
the x-and y- directions, respectively, ,f u v and T ,T is the temperature, O P  if f u  and v , kO   if 
f T , P  and k are viscous and heat transfer coefficients, respectively. 
The Eqs. governing ISF are diffusion parabolized(DP) NS(DPNS) Eqs., i.e. PNS Eqs.. That can be derived by 
using definition formula (9) to simplify the full NS Eqs. For a 2-D compressible ISF, its DPNS Eqs. are obviously 
the PNS Eqs.(1). 
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Fig. 1 Examples of flowfields where the parabolized Navier-stokes(PNS) Eqs. are applicable. (a)Leading edge of a flat plate in a 
hypersonicrarefied flow. (b)Mixing layer with a strong transverse gradient. (c)Bluent body in a supersonic or hypersonic flow. (d)Flow along a 
streamwise corner. (e)Duct flow. (f)Small-nose slender body in a hypersonic flow(quoted from the Book[16]) 
3.1. Inference I: The evolution laws of physical scales of ISF’s viscous layer flow  
Before introducing concrete flows described by DPNS Eqs., we examine into the evolution laws of physical 
scales, i.e. length- and velocity- scales of ISF’s viscous layer flow. The physical scales of 3-D flow can be 
expresses generally as[19,28] 
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hypothesis of that the variation of kinetic energy along the stream-wise direction of ISF’s viscous layer, i.e. the x-
direction, is independent of eR , we can deduce 
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 d  which is interference parameter. When 0q   ISF expresses the stagnation 
flow or boundary-layer flow and its neighboring outer inviscid flow; when 1/ 4q  ISF’s viscous layer is just the 
lower deck of the well-known Triple-deck theory[15], in this case ISF express flow in neighborhood of separate 
point or reattachment point or tail-edge point. So ISF’s most important case is viscous/inviscid interacting flow in 
whole neighborhood of wall surface. When 1/ 2q  , the length scales and velocity scales of ISF’s viscous layer 
are the same in all direction i.e. an isotropic viscous flow. It should be pointed out that the evolution laws of 
physical scales (10) also suitable to free ISF, for which there is less study. 
3.2. Applications of the scale-law (11) to computations of high Reynolds (Re) number flows. 
i) Some computations show that if the grid size is arranged directly by ISF’s scale-laws, one can obtain much 
better numerical results without having to refine grids repeatedly for seeking the best grid size. ii) The ISF’s scale-
laws show that the small-scale structure generate certainly if viscous/inviscid interactions are strong enough, 
which do induce local sudden increases of several physical quantities, such as heating rates and pressure gradient 
etc. For example, in the case of laminar ISF and 610eR  , local heat flux is about 5.5 times if 1/ 4q  and about 
33 times if 1/ 2q  of wall heat flux of boundary layer flow. These analytical results are consistent qualitatively 
and also quantitatively to a certain extent with experimental results[25,29,31]. iii) Though, very convincing 
numerical results of using ISF’s scale-laws to compute sudden increases of local heating rates etc. are relatively 
few, but it has to emphasize and to pay great attention to the small-scale effects revealed by ISF theory. This is 
because that analyses about some flight accidents, such as the demise of the space shuttle orbiter Columbia during 
its reentry from orbit etc., making Bertin and Cummings[30] giving the following conclusion: these locally severe, 
critical heating rates or unexpected deviations to the forces and moments acting on the vehicle often occur due to 
viscous/inviscid interactions, these critical environment are the result of “unknown unknown” or “gotchas”. 
Therefore, it is very important to predict exactly the locations of sudden increases of heating rates etc. and their 
strength, otherwise it will do induce damage effect. iv) Obviously, ISF’s small scale structures are responsible for 
efficient of NS computations, just as taught in monograph[15] that numerical methods in computing flows at high 
Reynolds numbers only become efficient if the particular layered structure of the flow, as given by the asymptotic 
theory, is taken into account, as occurs if a suitable grid is used for computation. Therefore, computations of high 
Reynolds numbers only become efficient if the small-scale structure in all normal, stream-wise and crosswise 
directions as given by ISF theory can be resolved by a suitable grid with locally densified in locations occurring 
small scale structures. 
4. Dividing flow surface criteria[19,20,27]  
In ISF’s viscous shear layer there is always a dividing flow surface with normal velocity 0v   in ISF’s 
optimal coordinates, such as the mixed layer flow, the jet and flow between circular-flow and outer inviscid flow 
of a separation flow etc. The DPNS (i.e.PNS) Eqs. can be simplified further on the dividing flow surface and the 
resultant Eqs. are called dividing flow surface criteria, that is for a 2-D compressible flow 
2
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Two important special cases of dividing flow surface criteria (12) and (13) are wall-surface criteria (WSC) for 
viscous flow and inviscid flow, respectively 
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where WMC and WEC are wall momentum criteria and wall energy criteria, respectively. The wall surface 
criteria (14)-(15) and (16)-(17) can be used verify creditability of NS- and Euler- Eqs. numerical solutions for near 
wall flow, respectively. 
The author proved[20] that eleven exact solutions of Navier-stokes(NS) Eqs. for incompressible flows satisfy 
exactly wall momentum criteria(WMC)s. So NS numerical solutions also ought to satisfy WMC and wall energy 
criteria(WEC), that are proved numerically by some computations of 2-D incompressible stagnation flow, 
shock/boundary layer interacting flow, compression ramp and cylinder flare[21-26], for example, see Fig.2-Fig.5. 
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Fig.2 WMC in shock-boundary layer interacting flow 
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Fig.3 WEC in shock-boundary layer interacting flow 
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Fig.4 WMC in a viscous/inviscid Interacting flow over ramp 
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Fig.5 WEC in a viscous/inviscid interacting flow over 
ramp 
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Generally speaking, NS numerical solutions satisfy WMC well and but satisfy WEC not very well. NS 
numerical solutions of adiabatic wall condition satisfy WEC better than those of equal-temperature wall condition. 
The author considers that this is because of that no-slide velocity boundary conditions are embedded into WMC, 
while temperature boundary condition is not embedded into WEC. How to embed temperature boundary condition 
into WEC is worth to study. 
The principal points of wall surface criteria (WSC) method are that one can obtain NS grid independent 
solution by operation of NS numerical solutions satisfying progressively the WMC and WEC and that especially, 
this criteria can evaluate the departure of NS numerical solutions from NS true solution by just one time NS 
calculation on one set of grid and is a theoretical method of verifying creditability of CFD numerical results, and 
based on that some people[21-26] suggest that the WSC method may be used as an ingenious substitute for the 
grid convergence analysis method in common use and that the WSC method and ISF theory are called Gao’s 
criteria method and Gao’s ISF theory, respectively. 
5. Other applications of ISF theory to fluid flow computations 
The computations of ISF and its small-scale structures only become efficient if an optimal grids system with 
grid lines coinciding with the coordinate axis directions of ISF’s optimal coordinates is adopted and if this optimal 
grids are densified locally in location occurring small scale structures. A typical example is computation of 2-D 
incompressible mixing layer flow. In Yu’s computation[32], two sets of grid system are used, one is an optimal 
orthogonal grid with grid-lines coinciding with coordinate-axis direction of ISF’s optimal coordinates, the other is 
the results of the optimal grid rotating clockwise 45o . The maximum gradients of velocity and temperature given 
by using the latter are about 50% and 40% of those given by using the former. Thus errors influence transit of 
momentum and energy across ISF’s viscous layer and also affect flow in downstream, which is difficult to be 
accepted even if it is a computation for engineering purpose. This example illustrates further that we have to 
follow ISF’s optimal coordinates to generate grid lines for computations of ISF and flow in near wall region. 
It is necessary to talk about an enlightening results, we proved[33-35] that some well-known NS exact 
solutions for incompressible flows are exactly DPNS’s solutions, which mean that the downstream conditions do 
not influence upstream in these incompressible flows, that is completely consistent with the well-posed of space 
marching algorithm(SMA) solving DPNS Eqs. for all supersonic flows. 
6. Interacting shear perturbed flow (ISPF) theory[19,36,37] 
The ISPF consists of viscous perturbed thin layer and its neighboring outer inviscid perturbed flow, describing 
which need to use ISF’s optimal coordinates. For unperturbed flow variables, mathematical definition formula of 
the viscous perturbed layer are consistent with those of ISF’s viscous layer. The author proved[36] that evolution 
laws of both length and velocity scales of ISPF’s viscous perturbed layer are consistent with those of ISF’s 
viscous layer[19,20]. Under the hypothesis is of that both unperturbed flow variables u
&
 and sum of u
&
 and 
perturbed variables ( )u u
&&
 satisfy NS Eqs., we can simplify the equations governing perturbed variables u
&
 and 
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 , the resultant Eqs. are for incompressible flow 
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The Eqs.(18) were present by Herbert[38] in 1987 countering non parallel effect of the boundary layer 
stability, that is only a special flow of ISPF. Herbert called it parabolized stability Eqs.(PSE). However, 
mathematical property of 2-D compressible PSE is similar to that of DPNS[37],The name of PSE is incorrect, 
PSE ought to be substitute with diffusion PSE(DPSE). 
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The DPSE can be simplified further and the resultant Eqs. are called dividing flow surface criteria for 
perturbed variables. On wall surface, the wall-surface criteria for perturbed variables are 
 
2
2 2
2[ ( )] , ( ) [( ) ( ) ] 0 (20)w w w w
T u wp u
y y y y y
P O Pw w w w w     
w w w w w
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These criteria can be used to verify creditability of DPSE’s numerical solutions. Both ISF’s scale-laws and 
wall-surface criteria are suitable for ISPF’s unperturbed variables. Herbert[39] pointed out that DPSE(i.e. PSE) 
method forms the basis of an industry standard flow stability analysis. 
7. Interacting shear turbulent flow (ISTF) theory[18,19,27] 
The ISTF is similar to ISF. The ISTF consists of viscous turbulent thin layer and its neighboring outer 
inviscid turbulent flow. The viscous turbulent layer is convective-diffusion competitive in its normal direction 
and convective-dominant in its stream-wise direction. For incompressible turbulent flow described by the 
Reynolds average NS (RANS) Eqs. in the ISF’s optimal coordinates, mathematical definition formulas of 
viscous thin turbulent flow layer are 
' ' ' ' ' '( ), ( ), ( ) (21)f f f f f fv v f u u f w w f
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where ( , , , )f u v w T , ,u v  and w  are time-average velocity components, T  is time-average temperature, 
O P  if ,f u v  and w , kO   if f T , P  and k  are vicious and heat transfer coefficient, respectively. 
If we introduce a turbulent viscous coefficient tP [15] and have
' '( )t
u v u
y y
P w w 
w w
, then the length and 
velocity scales of ISTF’s viscous turbulent layer are just those of ISF’s viscous layer, in which we need to 
substitute J  with an effective viscous coefficient eff tP P P  . 
On the analogy of ISF’s wall-surface criteria, the turbulent wall momentum criteria (WMC) and wall energy 
criteria (WEC) are, respectively. 
' '
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In addition, we need to add wall-surface criteria for turbulent model, for the standard K H  turbulent model, 
its wall-surface criteria are 
[( ) ] ( ) ( ) 0 (24)
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The turbulent WMC and WEC can be used to verify creditability of RANS numerical solution for near wall 
turbulent flow. The wall surface criteria for turbulent model can be used to evaluate good and bad of turbulent 
models and to optimize turbulent model and turbulent experience constants, for example, the author[27] uses the 
wall-surface criteria for turbulent model to optimize the Prandtl’s mixing length model in viscous/inviscid 
interacting region. 
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8. Conclusion 
Solving DPNS Eqs. forms an industry-standard aerodynamic and aerothermodynamic computations and 
solving DPSE forms an industry-standard flow stability analysis. DPNS and DPSE methods are in very 
widespread use. The viscous/inviscid interacting shear flow (ISF) theory and interacting shear perturbed flow 
(ISPF) theory offer basic fluid theories corresponding to DPNS and DPSE, respectively. Some applications of ISF 
theory and its inferences to CFD are fruitful and creativeness. Three-dimension (3-D) ISF theory, especially 3-D 
ISTF theory and their application to CFD need to deepen and widen. I think that scientific computation of 
aerodynamic and aerothermodynamic phenomena do need to integrate well computation with fluid theory, 
especially for hypersonic flow computation. As Bertin and Cummings[27] pointed out: “Many of these flow 
features tax most computational capabilities, making hypersonic flow a challenging fluid for CFD. Understanding 
hypersonic flow has challenging researches for a long time and will undoubtedly challenge us for a long time to 
come”. 
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